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A Preview

• Personal Reflections and Thoughts to get brains 
working !

• More pictures than words on screen
• Encouraging ACTION to turn Visions into Reality
• Sharing some great dreams that changed the 

world
• Thoughts on “joined up” actions
• Creativity, Innovation, Enterprise and 

Entrepreneurship
• And needing YOU – to be part of it
• Thoughts for future Brilliant attitudes and actions



Meet RufusMeet Rufus His first day His first day 
of life of life 

beyond beyond 
mothermother



My Family before Rufus….

Rufus in this picture is hidden inside Rufus in this picture is hidden inside 
the lady with the green topthe lady with the green top



The WORLDThe WORLD’’S Great S Great 
FamilyFamily

My first DREAM My first DREAM --

Creating a WORLD Creating a WORLD 
WITHOUT BORDERSWITHOUT BORDERS

And it will need Education And it will need Education 
Without Borders and lots of Without Borders and lots of 

SOCIAL BRILLIANCE from lots of SOCIAL BRILLIANCE from lots of 
peoplepeople



Crossing the generation and the cultural gaps 
makes life exciting



Happiness through building social contacts 
and living in that World Without Borders



Meet THE MOBMeet THE MOB

MeerkatsMeerkats
exhibit exhibit 
Social Social 
BrillianceBrilliance

The large The large 
groups in groups in 
which they which they 
live really live really 
are known are known 
as as ““mobsmobs””

Each group member has specific duties Each group member has specific duties –– maybe maybe 
sentry, hunter or baby sitter sentry, hunter or baby sitter –– and more. They are and more. They are 

organised and support each otherorganised and support each other



II’’m a Gelada m a Gelada 
Baboon Baboon –– from from 
EthiopiaEthiopia

The habitat of my The habitat of my 
society is being society is being 
destroyed by destroyed by 
others others –– and I am and I am 
told I am told I am 
““endangeredendangered””. . 
Help please!Help please!



The The 
Brilliance of Brilliance of 
small things small things 
can can 
enlighten enlighten 
and enliven and enliven 
many lives many lives 

Who would Who would 
want to live want to live 
in a Society in a Society 
without without 
Butterflies?Butterflies?



Looking at Looking at todaystodays BIG WORLD BIG WORLD -- And the And the 
balance of trade and power in the world has balance of trade and power in the world has 

changedchanged



Seismic Shifts in power from West to East –
North to South – implications for world Culture



Poor old Europe – more than a bit deflated !
Time for more Social Brilliance !



4 millions new 4 millions new 
world citizens on world citizens on 
the way the way -- living living 
longer longer –– not all not all 

healthierhealthier……..

Innovation is Essential –
Why Medical Technology is 
critical NOW…. more later

3 millions of 
the babies 

born in UK in 
2010 will live 
100 years or 

more



There are There are 
still still 

Winners Winners 
and Losers and Losers 

in our in our 
WorldWorld

EntrepreneurshipEntrepreneurship
CanCan it be it be the the 
difference ? It difference ? It 

CAN drive Social CAN drive Social 
ChangeChange--
examples examples 

GrameenphoneGrameenphone
and Frontline and Frontline 

SMSSMS

Social Enterprises and Social Social Enterprises and Social 
Entrepreneurs can change the WorldEntrepreneurs can change the World



TomorrowTomorrow’’ world will need world will need 
ImaginationImagination……..which this man and all our which this man and all our 

heroes hadheroes had……..



Einstein on IMAGINATIONIMAGINATION……..

“Imagination is more important than 
knowledge. Knowledge is limited. 
Imagination encircles the world”

Albert Einstein 1879 - 1955



Insanity: doing 
the same thing 
over and over 
again and 
expecting 
different results.
Albert EinsteinAlbert Einstein
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Imagination brings Imagination brings 
InnovationInnovation –– and new and new 

ways of livingways of living

More from AlbertMore from Albert……..



AndAnd……..Imagination can become reality..Imagination can become reality



Do you have a DREAM ?Do you have a DREAM ?
This man didThis man did……..



Einstein and Martin Luther King are amongst my HEROESHEROES - Let’s look at some 
more Heroes and Heroines – what are their qualities?

•• ExploringExploring…………
•• DiscoveringDiscovering……..
•• RiskingRisking………………
•• BelievingBelieving…………..
•• CreatingCreating…………....
•• ChangingChanging…………..
•• EnablingEnabling…………....
•• VisualisingVisualising……....
•• Being Socially BrilliantBeing Socially Brilliant

So more of my Heroes and Heroines So more of my Heroes and Heroines ––

Think how they changed the World Think how they changed the World 



From a great man – Polymath – 600 years ago…. 
Starting our sense of History….

Know who he Know who he 
was ?was ?

Watch for it Watch for it –– the nextthe next

Picture gives a big cluePicture gives a big clue



He gave He gave 
us beauty us beauty 
as well as as well as 
sciencescience

A Giant A Giant 
amongst amongst 
menmen……..



Leornado Da Vinci….

Born into a poor Born into a poor 
familyfamily……..no ..no 
structured structured 
educationeducation

Put to work Put to work 
early early –– as an as an 
apprentice (apprentice (a a 

realreal apprentice!)apprentice!)



A bit more history and a young hero….at least a hero before fame. 
This boy’s Imagination and Application grew to Change the World



We’ll give  Charles Darwin a special mention – in the year 
following his bicentenary

Explored Explored 
across many across many 
Borders and Borders and 

his ideas his ideas 
Changed Changed 

The WorldThe World

But there But there 
are still are still 

those who those who 
reject his reject his 

findings and findings and 
his his 

proposalsproposals



3 Years at Sea – Learning by Developing 

Discovering some of the Secrets of Life 



HMS Beagle



A sketch that changed the World – Darwin’s “Tree of 
Life”



Darwin didn’t study Medicine – but his work paved the way for much new thinking 
in biology, physiology, chemistry and not least, eventually, genetics. It also taught 

us a lot about society – co existence and interdependence. His Science was 
“diverse”

What What 
works for works for 

Leaf Leaf 
Hoppers Hoppers 
and Meat and Meat 

AntsAnts

Can be true Can be true 
for for 

Companies, Companies, 
Communities Communities 
and Societyand Society

Symbiosis Symbiosis –– Supportive Supportive 
InterdependenceInterdependence



He sailed many years before He sailed many years before 
DarwinDarwin…….A different kind of .A different kind of ““explorerexplorer””



But not before this manBut not before this man……..



Confucius and “imagining the middle way”….another Chinese Hero from 
the past – philosophy is an important subject

Confucius taught moral codes, good governance and principles of Confucius taught moral codes, good governance and principles of self self 
improvement improvement –– for the common good of Society. For him the individual for the common good of Society. For him the individual 

should always aim for highest standardsshould always aim for highest standards



““To get rich is To get rich is 
GLORIOUSGLORIOUS””

Deng Xiaoping 1978

A more recent Chinese Hero – Who said 
Capitalism was bad ? Not this man

Not all he did is Not all he did is 
considered good by all considered good by all ––

but his impact on the but his impact on the 
Chinese Economy and Chinese Economy and 

Society has been Society has been 
profoundprofound



Someone else who  dreamed and changed the WORLD !.... From a prison 
cell – 27 years in gaol! But he never gave up or stopped inspiring others



A Hero’s Home for 18 of those Years….Could WE have survived it ?



Heroes can show Humility – and still change the and still change the 
WorldWorld……..

“BEBE the 
change 

you want 
to see in 

the   
World”

Mahatma 
Ghandi 

doing his 
morning 

mail



Aung San Sun Kyi

Making sacrifices Making sacrifices 
for a fair and free for a fair and free 

society in society in 
MyanmarMyanmar



And back to history And back to history --
Entered Trinity Entered Trinity 

College Cambridge College Cambridge 
when 17 years old when 17 years old ––
as a as a ““sizarsizar”” –– had to had to 
work and study to work and study to 

earn his feesearn his fees

At 22 At 22 –– discovered discovered 
the Generalised the Generalised 

Binomial Theorem , Binomial Theorem , 
then then ““Gravity and Gravity and 

all thatall that……..””

Isaac Newton



Marconi – Broadcasting – joining up the World 
– crossing borders



And a lot of his work was done in Essex UK – helped to 
support the Chelmsford Community



“Mr Watson, come here….I need you….”



Alexander Graham Bell



Vision, Imagination and Invention become BIG  Reality – only with 
perseverance and converging knowledge and talents. Birth of the 

Electric Light Bulb 1929









A different kind of brilliance – new light in society

EmmalineEmmaline
PankhurstPankhurst

When did When did 
women get the women get the 
same rights as same rights as 
men in voting men in voting ––

in UK?in UK?

Not until 1928!Not until 1928!

Social Brilliance Social Brilliance 
with no small cost with no small cost 
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Heroes who changed the World more recently – would you invest in this team ?



Yes- appearances can be deceptive….those who risked investing in them made a lot of $$$$$$. 
And their ideas changed the World ! Their time had come !....Youth Brilliance at work in 1978Their time had come !....Youth Brilliance at work in 1978

Microsoft Corporation, 1978



Convincing the “experts of the day” – of new 
and better ways to understand the workings 
of our bodies, help the sick and save lives 

has never been easy.

Overcoming “not invented” here by Social 
Brilliance and Resourcefulness.

Heroes and Heroines of Healthcare and Medical Heroes and Heroines of Healthcare and Medical 
ScienceScience



One of medicines GREAT discoveries

William Harvey William Harvey ––
1618 1618 –– Single Single 

Circulatory System of Circulatory System of 
the Human Bloodthe Human Blood

His reward ? 15 years His reward ? 15 years 
of vilification and of vilification and 

abuse. abuse. ““NIHNIH”” –– turned turned 
medicine on its head. medicine on its head. 
Medical and Social Medical and Social 

Brilliance is not Brilliance is not 
always well accepted always well accepted 



Great Innovations can meet even greater opposition

IgnatzIgnatz Philip Philip 

SemmelweisSemmelweis

Wash handsWash hands

Classical workClassical work

18471847



AdoptionAdoption of the of the SemmelweissSemmelweiss Innovation Innovation –– still not there TODAYstill not there TODAY !!



Joseph Lister and Antisepsis

Transformational Transformational 
workwork…….Revolutionised potential for .Revolutionised potential for 
Surgery and Medicine generallySurgery and Medicine generally 1.1. Anaesthetics Anaesthetics –– Horace WellsHorace Wells

2.2. Antibiotics Antibiotics ––
Alexander FlemingAlexander Fleming



“Chance favours only the prepared mind”

BacteriaBacteria Louis Louis 
PasteurPasteur



Streptococcus pyogenes – unseen killer 

Microbiology Microbiology –– understanding understanding ““bugs that kill bugs that kill ––
millions of lives saved millions of lives saved –– Penicillin and all that !Penicillin and all that !



The Lady with the Lamp – Birth of Science and 
Practice of Nursing 

Major opposition Major opposition 
to to ““Women on the Women on the 

WardsWards””

The Crimean War The Crimean War ––
and appalling medical and appalling medical 

carecare

Florence NightingaleFlorence Nightingale



Marie Curie – How many lives did she save or 
change ?

Cancer Care and Cancer Care and 
RadiologyRadiology

A life dedicated to A life dedicated to 
helping othershelping others



Innovators and Innovators and 
Entrepreneurs Entrepreneurs 

have often been have often been 
great great 

improvisersimprovisers

From old From old 
washing washing 

machines and machines and 
car parts tocar parts to……..



Willem Willem KolffKolff’’ss first Drum Kidney Machine first Drum Kidney Machine -- 19421942



Social Enterprises are nothing newSocial Enterprises are nothing new……..
One of the faces of Social brillianceOne of the faces of Social brilliance……..



Sir Frederick Banting – Nobel Laureate – From Canada

Diabetes Diabetes ––
major killermajor killer

INSULIN ! He INSULIN ! He 
was 21 when was 21 when 
he made the he made the 
discovery !discovery !



From IrelandFrom Ireland……..

James Dewey WatsonJames Dewey Watson

Double Helix Double Helix -- DNADNA Seminal work at Seminal work at 
25 years old 25 years old ––

““Discovery whilst Discovery whilst 
DevelopingDeveloping””



With With 
Francis Francis 

Crick and Crick and 
the Double the Double 

Helix Helix 
ModelModel

Open Open 
Innovation at Innovation at 

The The 
Cavendish Cavendish 

LaboratoriesLaboratories

CambridgeCambridge



The Internet has REVOLUTIONISED Product The Internet has REVOLUTIONISED Product 
Development and Innovation in many areas Development and Innovation in many areas –– including including 
Healthcare.  And changed ALL our lives in many ways. Healthcare.  And changed ALL our lives in many ways. 

Why did the inventor invent it ?....Why did the inventor invent it ?....



The The FacebookFacebook of Healthcare ? Social Networks for Health. of Healthcare ? Social Networks for Health. 
Information and Apps to put the PATIENT at the centre of Information and Apps to put the PATIENT at the centre of 

Healthcare SystemsHealthcare Systems



Creativity knows no bounds



Enabling People and Societies around the World
Frontline SMS Healthcare Apps and many more.



The Power of SMS



“You look at things 
and ask - why? 

but I dream of 
things that never 

were and ask -

George Bernard Shaw

why not?”

So - after all this Imagining and examples ….What’s different 
about EntrepreneursEntrepreneurs ? What do our Heroes have that is ? What do our Heroes have that is SpecialSpecial ??

A matter of A matter of 
MINDSETMINDSET



““Brain CirculationBrain Circulation”” –– for joined up thinking and livesfor joined up thinking and lives

“Brain Circulation Across Borders and 
Functions”

“Open Innovation Thinking”

“Knowledge Across Borders”



Importance of Intermingling – Sharing BrillianceSharing Brilliance



Education Education 
Without Without 

Borders or Borders or 
BarriersBarriers

And now 
we have 

iCUE!

The Vision of CHINA CONSORTIUM 
OF UNIVERSITY ENTREPRENEURS ! 

Launched last week in Shanghai !



Connecting and Collaborating

Working together to create a World Without Borders Working together to create a World Without Borders –– Big Big 
Opportunity! Opportunity! –– Example Universities and Schools Chinese Example Universities and Schools Chinese 

Culture Societies Culture Societies 



A Joined Up System and Society 
Virtuous Circles

Working together to Build Top Economies and the Working together to Build Top Economies and the 
Smartest Societies and Communities of Common Smartest Societies and Communities of Common 

Purpose Purpose –– Optimising Social BrillianceOptimising Social Brilliance



MessagesMessages for Next GenerationNext Generation Entrepreneurs Entrepreneurs who would who would Change the World Change the World ––
And not bad ideas to achieve SOCIAL BRILLIANCE And not bad ideas to achieve SOCIAL BRILLIANCE –– whoever we are !whoever we are !

IMAGINE AND HAVE VISION
CREATE

INNOVATE
INVENT

“WORLDTHINK” – GLOBAL VIEW
ACQUIRE KNOWLEDGE
PLAN AND PRACTICE

NETWORK! NETWORK!
INSPIRE OTHERS

TRUST AND RESPECT
ENJOY!  
and....and....



Help Create a World of Social Brilliance Help Create a World of Social Brilliance -- Without Without 
BordersBorders……....

It can be much more than It can be much more than 
a Dreama Dream……..

Thank youThank you……..
Alan Barrell – Entrepreneur in Residence -

CfEL Visiting Professor – University of Xiamen
Chairman Health Enterprise East Ltd



In In Pursuit of of Excellence ! Excellence ! 

““Excellence can be achieved, if we:Excellence can be achieved, if we:
Care more than others think is wise,Care more than others think is wise,
Risk more than others think is safe,Risk more than others think is safe,

Dream more than others think is practical,Dream more than others think is practical,
Expect more than others think is possibleExpect more than others think is possible..””

Deborah JohnsonDeborah Johnson--RossRoss

Social Brilliance contributes to Excellence in SocietySocial Brilliance contributes to Excellence in Society
And the Next Generations will change the World !And the Next Generations will change the World !



The WORLDThe WORLD’’S Great S Great 
FamilyFamily

Creating a WORLD Creating a WORLD 
WITHOUT BORDERSWITHOUT BORDERS

Inspired by SOCIAL Inspired by SOCIAL 
BRILLIANCE in all its BRILLIANCE in all its 

formsforms



Thank you for your attention….

More on my website –

www.alanbarrell.com

E-mail – alan@alanbarrell.com


